Analysis of modular-iterative mixed biosynthesis of lankacidin by heterologous expression and gene fusion.
Lankacidin is a unique 17-membered macrocyclic antibiotic different from usual even-membered macrolides. Based on the gene organization of the lankacidin biosynthetic cluster coded on the linear plasmid pSLA2-L in Streptomyces rochei, we previously proposed a hypothesis of modular-iterative mixed polyketide biosynthesis for lankacidin. Two experimental evidences in this paper further strengthened this hypothesis. Heterologous expression of the lankacidin cluster (lkcA-lkcO) in Streptomyces lividans resulted in lankacidinol A production, indicating that the gene cluster is sufficient for the synthesis of the lankacidin skeleton. In addition, a gene fusant of lkcF and lkcG produced lankacidin at a similar level to the parent strain, suggesting that an iterative function of the LkcF protein is unlikely. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that LkcC is used four times and LkcA, LkcF and LkcG are used modularly to accomplish eight condensation reactions leading to the lankacidin skeleton.